Spatiotemporal localization of significant activation in MEG using permutation tests.
We describe the use of non-parametric permutation tests to detect activation in cortically-constrained maps of current density computed from MEG data. The methods are applicable to any inverse imaging method that maps event-related MEG to a coregistered cortical surface. To determine an appropriate threshold to apply to statistics computed from these maps, it is important to control for the multiple testing problem associated with testing 10's of thousands of hypotheses (one per surface element). By randomly permuting pre- and post-stimuius data from the collection of individual epochs in an event related study, we develop thresholds that control the familywise (type 1) error rate. These thresholds are based on the distribution of the maximum intensity, which implicitly accounts for spatial and temporal correlation in the cortical maps. We demonstrate the method in application to simulated data and experimental data from a somatosensory evoked response study.